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L E T T E R  T O  C H A R L E S  H E N R I  F O R D

Dear Mr. Ford,

Not to have this fact seem too important, in relation to my poetry, I state

nevertheless that I am fifteen years old.

My recent verse can be considered Surrealist, though my very first poem

expressed a longing for the unreal, the marvelous. Therefore a new plane

of existence takes form, in my poetry, with the use of dream imagery and

magical symbols. (This I realize is somewhat old stuff to you, and yet I want

to speak of it.) A new psychial experience is viewed, where the dream

thrives in its indigenous realm of fantasy. The words seem to lose their his-

tory, and they become free, a freedom in the sense of Hölderlin’s or Rim-

baud’s paradise, and as André Breton has said: to make love.

I am sending you several of my most recent, and I believe my best, poems

that you may possibly want to use in View.

I do not spring from the leisure class, in fact I am very far from it, and

therefore I have not as much time to devote to my poetry as I would like

to have. I do, though, confine all my energy, apart from school work (I at-

tend one of those appalling public high schools) and other matters, to writ-

ing. If I am serious about any one thing, in its entirety, it is poetry. But I
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must be heard! I must be heard as soon as possible, for conditions as they

are I will perhaps have to limit my attention to poetry in the future. But I

will never stop writing it!

I hear so much criticism on my work, from teachers, friends, etc., and

yet very little of it is of real value, for these people do not understand, at

least most of them do not, avant-garde tendencies in modern literature. I

would be so grateful to you if I could have some comment on my verse from

you and your friends. The poems enclosed are truly representative ones.

I would like to mention that I have read several times, with great interest

and admiration, your book, The Overturned Lake, and I believe it contains

some of the very best Surreal poetry written in the United States. In the

past I have read that great book, that has influenced me so much, A Short

Survey of Surrealism, by David Gascoyne, Lemaître’s From Cubism to Sur-

realism in French Literature, Hölderlin’s Madness, The Flowers of Evil by

Baudelaire, that wonderful manifesto that first inspired my ascent to par-

adise, Several Have Lived by Hugh Chisholm, and that very excellent sec-

tion in the 1940 New Directions, “Values in Surrealism,” and a host of other

writings, on Surrealist art and literature including the very fine Fantastic

Art, Dada, Surrealism, by Barr and Georges Hugnet.

In regard to the editorial in the current number of View, you state that

other sides of the artistic question besides the unconscious must be con -

sidered. Does this mean that you have leanings away from Surrealism? Be-

lieve me, the poetry that is in your Overturned Lake, Hart Crane of the

“Voyages,” the South American Surrealists, Moro and Westphalen, and

even my own work succeeds in renewing our deepest emotional contact

with the world. Primitive art, through the untamed emotions, and Surre-
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alism, through the world of dreams and desires, will be, after all is said and

done, the only great artistic and literary movements of the twentieth cen-

tury. Do they not renew this emotional contact that you speak of?

I am afraid I have taken up too much of your time. I would like to men-

tion at this point, though, that I have been published only once, and that

was in this year’s Anthology of California High School Poetry, which is not

much to shout about, though some would consider it quite an honor.

I hope that you can use one of my poems, and is there a chance that I

can be included in the June issue of View? I suggest that you might give

more attention to the poem of vertigo and madness, “The Ruins.” If you

can’t use any of the poems in View please tell me of my chances for publi-

cation in, let’s say VVV, Accent, or The Chimera or any other avant-garde

magazine. I am enclosing a stamped self-addressed envelope for your con-

venience.

Thanking you very much,

Yours very truly,

Philip Lamantia

1943
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S U R R E A L I S M  I N  1 9 4 3

San Francisco, October 8, 1943

Dear André Breton:

In your letter you have asked me to state my position on various matters

of importance, mainly on Surrealism. Since you are aware that I am only

fifteen years old, you must realize that my opinions on the issues I am to

discuss here, will inevitably change to a certain extent. But I do not believe

that these will be radical changes, since the basic content of the ideas I am

now expressing and clinging to, I feel, will remain with me for some time

to come.

First, I proclaim a formal adherence to Surrealism in its attitudes toward

literature, art, society, and man, since it is of a purely revolutionary nature,

which even before my knowledge of Surrealist theory, was part of my own

individual temperament.

In the titanic effort of man to construct in the future a perfect or near-

perfect society by using the full amount of his intellectual resources, man

must think in terms of the “collectivity,” not in terms of the “individual,”

also in terms of the collective want, not in terms of the individual want. Yet,

even in this respect a balance between the two opposite poles must exist.
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Surrealism is, I believe, fundamentally a philosophy endeavoring to form a

unity between particular opposite forces at work in the world—the “uncon-

scious” and the “conscious,” the “collectivity” and the “individual,” the

“real” and the “unreal,” the “poetic marvelous” and the “social.” And be-

cause it is concerned with this “unity of opposites” it is based on Dialectical

Materialism; also, in its literature and art, Surrealism carries this dialectic

process to one of its farthest points. You have, of course, brilliantly analyzed

much of this in the Second Manifesto of Surrealism.

At the present time when the forces of extreme principles are being felt

almost by the whole world, a true revolutionary poet cannot help defying

every appalling social and political instrument that has been the cause of

death and exploitation in the capitalistic societies of the earth. If he is one

for the transformation of the world, as he should be, and if he is not stupid,

in relation to a method of approaching these vital issues, the poet will not

be opposed to the Surrealist attitude.

Though I have not yet fully realized the implications of the external

world, I nevertheless feel suited to express a revolt, and a contempt in my

poetry or otherwise, for any system or form that stands for mechanistic

thinking and the enslavement of man!

The synthesis of the two seemingly opposed “views,” one of the conscious

surface and the other of the interior world, that you speak of, I am confident

will come when man has realized the greatness of his individuality and has

become ready to use it for the good of the collectivity.

Those who are opposed to Surrealism in its attitude toward the external

world are true reactionaries! And yet some of these same people begin bor-

rowing from the literary and artistic forms used in Surrealism and endeavor
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to reconcile these methods with their own confused outlook, by claiming to

“integrate” the artistic and literary elements into their own productions. In

doing so, they take the roles of mimics, and to the public they present their

performance under the guise of seeming originality.

To rebel! That is the immediate objective of poets! We cannot wait and

will not be held back by those individuals, who are the prisoners of the bour-

geoisie, and who have not the courage to go on fighting in the name of the

“idea!” The “poetic marvelous” and the “unconscious” are the true inspirers

of rebels and poets!

The voice of Lautréamont, pure, young, and feeding the fire that has be-

gun to issue from my depths, is again heard proclaiming the immortal

phrase, “Poetry should be made by all, not by one.” These words must be re-

alized in the future by the collectivity! The Surrealists have already done so!

With great admiration, I remain 

Yours, 

Philip Lamantia
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T H E  T C H E L I T C H E W  C O V E R

I still cannot find the correct adjective to describe my admiration for Tche-

litchew’s cover-painting. It is astounding beyond words; perhaps “marvel -

ous” will do! Those tentacle-like objects coming from the eye are superb;

the transparency in the painting is something I will never cease to admire.

1944 


